Inspired by my Mom’s college best friend, Barb, this line of accessible sophisticated slacks provides ease in dressing up for work every day. According to Barb, “I prefer elastic or partial elastic waist bands because need more material in the ‘rump’ area so the waist band doesn’t pull down in the back. I also like my pants to go all the way down to my shoe because normally they ride up.” With these trousers we aimed to solve Barb’s problem of pants that fit well in size and length and continue to fit even when seated.

Barb would often feel discomfort and warmth within her chair. Sophisticated slacks, made of blended cotton and spandex, are fitting yet breathable. With a target market of women aged 35-60, these trousers aim to be supportive, comfortable, and stylish.

Getting dressed is easier than ever with our velcro waist and elastic band!

- Elastic back for comfort and ease
- Velcro closure for easy changing
- Trendy side sweep
- Buttons added for style
- Won’t dig into front waist
- Won’t ride down or show anything
- A fit designed to look slimming yet comfortable
- Long enough to cover ankles and socks

Sophisticated fall patterns